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A SUMMARY OF THE
NATIO~AL

RECONNAISSANCE PROBLEM

(1) Introduction:
Intelligence vital to the national security of
the Un! ted States now depends to a very large extent
on photography acquired by overhead reconnaissance.
This important ;l.nteliigence source has been developed
qu;l.te dramatically over the past ten years.

All of

our present photography has been collected by three
reco~naissance systems.

The U-2 overflight program begun in 1966 by CIA
provided our first relll access to the Soviet Union
and continued until 1960.

Since that time, the U-2

has been operated over China and other

pa~ts

of a
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troubled world where it provides a prompt and almost
unique access.
The Air Force ballistic;: missile program begun in
1954 provided the basis for seriouliJ efforts to acquire
photography with earth orbiting satellites.

The

SAMOS program was a broadly based, technically sophisticated Air Force program aimed at developing a space
reconnaissance capability.

The SAMOS program failed

to produce a single photograph and was cancelled as
the costs increased toward a billion dollars.
When the difficulties of the SAMOS effort became
evident in 1958, CIA was directed to develop a relatively
simple satellite reconnaissance system based on physical
recovery

of the film from orbit.

This program became

CORONA (also DISCOVERER) and produced the first satellite
photography in October, 1960.

Since that time, there

have been 47 successful flights which have produced almost four hundred millioll square miles of photography
of the Sino-Soviet Bloc with a

resol~tion

of 10 to 20 feet.

The third operating reconnaissance system_-GAMBIT-was begun in 1960 by the Air Force to obtain high resolution
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orbital photography of high priority targets.

GAMBIT

was first flown in July, 1963, and has had 12 successful flights, producing almost one and a ba1f million
.

squ~e

miles of photography with a resolution of 3 to 5

feet.
(2)

Orga~~~ational

Evolution:

The evolution of a national organization to conduct
reconnaissance activities came well after the development
and operation of the U-2 and CORONA--and the SAMCS program.
These

pro~rams

began as indiv:i..dua1 assignments to CIA or

the Air Force.
The U-2 was assigned to CIA in 1954 for several reaSOIlSl.

Obvious was the need for unusual

~ecurity

in its

development and ,operation, both of which were accelerated
by the unique abil:i..ty (Jf the DCI to expend funds on a

specilf.l basis.

It was also based on previous CIA experi-

ence in covert overflights for otl1er purposes and the
ability of CIA to establish confidential If.greements with
foreign governments for overseas basing of the U.... 2.
There was also the major appeal of a civilian espiona.ge
operation which, in case of a shootdown, could not be
\
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identi,tied with or misconstrued as
military operations.

pa~t

of strategic

However, it should

b~

noted

that the U-2 program from the beginning ha.s been a
collaboration
between CIA
_and
4ll."' .
_Force" _.__ _
.
."
...
-_ .... _...the
- - U.....S.
"-:
a collaboration which lias -been successful, guided to
this day by the CIA/AJ' U-2 Agreement of 4 August 1955.
When the decision was made 1n-1959 to proceed with the
development of the Mach Three reconnaissance SUCCessor
to the U-2--0XCART; a similar CIAIAF bilateral agreement was struck.
The SAMOS program was established solely within
tbe Air Force Systems CODlJJland without CIA participation.
It gradually changed its management form until it
ultimately reporteddi·rectly to the Under Secretary of
the Air Force.

This is the l:iaDle streamlined way in

which QAMBIT now operates.
The CORONA program was really a joint venture
between CIA' and the Air Force.

CIA developed and

procured the camera, recovery vehicles and spacecraft,
and the

Ai~

Force Systems Command supplied the boosters,

tracking and recovery forces.
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As these major programs evolved, some felt it
important ,to find a common basis for developing and
operating

~ll

strategiC overhead

re~onnaissance

systems,

the cost of which had risen by :).961 to almost 300 million
dollars per year exclusive of SAMOS.

This provided the

need for attempts to find an acceptable basis for a
National Reconnaissance Program,

whi~h

would combine

the capabilities of both CIA and DOD.
The first NRO Agreement was struck in September of
1961 and was little more than a description of the effective partnership which then existed'between CIA and
the Air Force.

The second NRO Agreement was signed in

May of 1962 and clearly gave the lead to the Air Force,
while preserving to CIA all "covert" aspects.

The third

and final NRO Agreement was adva'nced and signed in Marclt
of 1963.

This gave the Air Force virtual control over

all CIA programs and established NRO as an operating
. organiza tion with implied line au thori ty over those
elements of CIA involved in reconnaissance.

AnNRO funding
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agreement signed one month later eliminated direct
appropriat:l,op.s from Congress to CIA for its programs
and thereby passed budgetary control of the total
effort to DOD.

This third agreement is the basis

Under which the program. has operated. to this date,
with a steady shift from full partnership toward a
single agency control.
The present arrangement has been .neither· a happy
nor productive one.

The problem of operating a line

organization across departmental bO\lndaries has
caused serious, continuing problems.
control

~as

External program

frustrated many CIA initiatives or forced

their development outside the teriDs of the agreement.
Evel"yone who is aware of the N,110 situation is properly
concerned

~bout

it, and many believe that the present

arrangement is basically unworkable.

Thoughtful people

in DOD and CIA have given active consideration in the
past $ix months to trying to establish an improved
. basis for operation of the NRO.

A variety ·of concepts

have been proposed, ranging from complete elimination of
CIA to re-establisbmeilt of the former partnership.
does not seem that there is a neat solution.

It

However,

TOP SEG~ET
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there iS'an urgent need to find a sati$factory solution, urgent because of the enormous strains of the
present arrangement and because of the critical importance of the intelligence product to our national
security.
(3) The Case

fQ~

S:i,.ngle Agency Control:

The present situation would be clarified if a
single agency or

department.we~e

given the exclusive

responsibility for overhead reconn.aissance.

This

would eliminate the present coordination between departments and agencies-...and the friction generated
thereby.

It would ensure tight cOJ:llllland channels to

all elements of the activity and provide a single
point of responsibility.

(It would ensure an

inte~ated

budget and provide a single point for tasking by the
intelligence commun:i1;y.

In short, it would provide

all the organizational advantages of a monopoly.
Because these advantages are considerable, we
. must look seriously at the several agencies to see
if any of them can properly fulfill such a francliise.
The potential

candid~tes

are:

Air Force, CIA, Navy,
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Army, NASA, an,d DIA.

We <:an eliminate several of

these almost immediately.

DIA has no research and

development capability and no operational experience and cannot bElt considered seriously.

Although

NASA has manyot the technical capabilities required,
it is not well o):"ganized to carryon a covert activity
like this.

The ArmY"has
.
'

~i'ttle
experience
...... .:.:-_.- .....
-:'- : - .

.~

i.Il
-

4~yeJ,op-

ing and operating hign performance reconnaissance
aircraft alld has played no significant rQle in space
for soine time.

The

Ar~y

did,collaborate with CIA in

establishing the ARGON geodetic and mapping satellite
program as an adjunct to CORONA.

Nevertheless, the

Army is probably not a serious contender for this role.
The U. S. Navy has' developed and operated advanced
tactical reconnaissance aircraft over hostile ter):"itory
(Cuba, 'Laos, North Vietnam).

The Navy pioneered the

ELINT satellite fieid with the first reliable electronic
intercept

system~-POPPY--

. useful intelligence.

which is still contributing

They have supported CIA in carrier

operations of theU-2 and could undoubtedly carry these
out them&elvel;l in a secure way.

However, they have

played no role in the OXCART program thus far.
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has proposed other space su,rveillance systems, some
based on their mobile PQlari$ launching capability,
but we gather have been fru$trated in pursuing them
by the NRO.
~nique

The

n.

S. Navy i$ a respectable but not

candidatefo:r a single agency steward of the

National Reconnaissance

Pro~am.

The Air Force is a strong contender for this
role and an active candidate.

It has the resources

for operating advanced-aircraft and launching satellites,
and has provided tllis support to the U-2 and CORONA
program.

However, the central question is whether the

Air Force should perform the entire mission, from
conception through development to operation.

Unfortu-

nately the record speaks strongly against such an

as-

signment.
The Air Force in 1954 refused, at the highest
levels, to develop the 0'-2 because it did not meet
thei:r multiple requirements; and it was left to CIA
. to pursue

it~

realization and exploitation.

SAC did

procure thirty additional U",,2's for its own needs in
case of hostilities, but has declined to upgrade and
improve this capability (see below).

Rather, they have
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lln4! Air Force.

~

progra~

A parallel

(LANYARD) run by

the same ,group was cancelled in fall of 1963 after the
successful demonstration of GAMBIT.
now

developi~g

This group is

an improved GAMBIT with higher resolu-

tion (one foot) and smaller frames, which will be
important if, OXCART is not used operationally.

The

Air Force has also evolved a sYlStem of e,lectronic intercept satellites (698BK and PUNDIT) from the SAlIOS
program technology, and these have been helpful in
establishing the Soviet radar-order-of-battle for
SlOP planning.

In the satellite field, the Air Force

has had nearly unlimited resources and has produced
some significant successes.

Their disappointments

have been significant too and are traceable in large
part to a responsiveness to enlarged, departmental
requirements rather than the
national

intelligen~e.

si~gleproblem

of acquiring

It is this preoccupation and

lack of focused effort which makes thoughtful. men re. luctant to grant them the national franchise.
CIA'itself is the

l~st

candidate.

It has a good

record of performance--U-2, CORONA and OXCART--with no
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backed the modified Canberra (RB-57F) as a U-2
competitor which has come along quite slowly.

The

OXCUT has fOllowed somewhat the same pattern,_.,with
SAC procurement of the SR-7l as a follow-up to the
CIA initiative.

However, in the low-level tactical

reconnaissance arena

(non~NRO),

the.Air Force has

!

developed a very fine capability.
In the satellite field, the Air Force began with
a clear monopoly in SAMOS and ended in disappointment
with no photography.

Some of this may be due to the

fact that it was a large, unwieldy program with n6
strong project control.

It is also undoubtedly true

that successive v.ersions of SAMOS attempted too much-technically--in response to unrealistic, multiple Air
Force requirements.

For instance, one version of SAMOS

(E-5) was warped around to provide a space vehicle
capable of supporting a military man into space in
competition with NASA's MERCURY program.

The success-

ful GAMBIT spotting system (see above) grew out of this
hard lesson, and is managed directly py the Under Secretary
of the Air Force in a ,small

organi~ation

external to the

~~

Tap.

SEe~Ef
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failures thus far.

All of its ventures have been

focused on the single objective of acquiring
photograph~c

intelligence.

CIA has not had the

resources to carry out such programs unaided, and
its success is due in no small part to the Air Force
support provided.

However, there l,s an important element

iil the CIA programs of "working on the right problem."
Recognition of the U-2 potential and its prompt,
economical, secure implementation was its first contri bu tion.

Since the basic U-2A was· produced, CIA

has gone on to develop a refueiing version and a
carrier takeoff/landing capability.

The original

J-5.7 jet __ ~~gi:ne was ~.!i!J~l.a,Q~~::::,Ql:. _~he. _-~1C-J~_1,~:_~95!} __ jVt;th-_ , __ , __
,
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an important 'al ti tude increase.
(b)(3) 50 USC
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(b)( 1)
(b)(3) 50 USC ~ 3024(i)

It should be noted that none
of the above improvements are incorporated in the SAC
U-2 fleet, and when such an aircraft is provided to
CIA to replace an operational loss, it requires four
.months of modification to bring it up to CiA specification.

The important thing about the tJ-2was that

its only job was to acquire

int~lligence.

The OXCART program was started in 1959 by CIA
with White House concurrence as the logical successor
to the U-2, which
Soviet capability.

w~s

then nearing the end of its

The OXCART presented a

ch~llenge

on the technical frontier but has proceeded more
rapidly than either the B-70 or

B~58.

It is now near-

ing operational readiness with CIA civilian pilots and
has already demonstrated its capability to produce high
resolution (one foot photography at penetration altitude
and speed.

OXCART was the .first large scale development
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undertaking of CIA and it has cost considerably more
than originally estimated.

However, this cost is

substantially lower than the B-70 development program.
Based on this experience, CIA has developed a proposal
for a third generation reconnaissance system--ISINGLASS.
This is an air launched, reusable rocket boosted glider
which could probably operate successfully over the
Soviet Union even if their growing defe:nsive systems
had eliminated satellite reconnaissance.

Such a

system could be ready in fQur years and its cost would
be comparable to that of OXCART.

However, its

development is a national level policy decision which
has not yet been sought or obtained.
The CORONA program has been adequately described
elsewhere in this paper.

It is only important to add

that i.t began in a modest way--partly as a

b~ckup

to

SAMOS--with the simple objective of returning photographs from orbit.

The first photographY was not of

very high quality but the system has been steadily
improved over the past five years.
version was introduced in 1962

TOP

A double camera

to provide stereoscopic

Sf.(~ET
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coverage and a second recovery vehicle added in mid-1963
to double the amount of.film (coverage) obtained.

The

CORONA has produced the great majoritY,of available
photography of the Sino_Soviet Bloc and is today the workhorse of the NRO program.

At the urging of the DCI, CiA

began exploratory work in early 1964 to develop a satellite
system with CORONA coverage (ten million square miles)
but with U-2/GAMBIT resolution (2 to 4 feet).

This effort

produced the FULCRUM system which iallow being

con~iciered

against other proposed solutions

development

forfull-scal~

-'.-.:-::.:::::':"--:::~':-

-':"1i"= .::-....'-.~~-:.::~--"' ....~- -......- ,.-

as a successor to_ CORONA •..
(b)( 1)
(b)(3)

(b)( 1)
(b)(3)
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and highly desirable.

A deciSion to pursue active

development of this system wil,l, be needed in September,
1965.

In retrospect, only CIA and the Air Force are
serious contenders for a single Agency franchise on
national reconnaissance.

The demonstrated performance

of CIA is clearly superior to that of the Air Force.
We beU.eve that this is attributable to three basic
factors.

Tbe most important is that the collection

and analysis of intelligence is the only business CIA
ha,s.
staff.

The second asset is the continuity of its professional
The last is its unique legislative authority

to pu,rsue programs promptly wi tlJ. confidential funds and
to manage them in a streamlined way.

However advantageous

these Dlay be, they are not enough to allow CIA to carry
the entire reconnaissance burden alone.

Air Force support

has been an essential, element in the success of CIA, and
we cannot forecast a continuation of its success without
such support.

By elimination then, we seem compelled to

give up the concept of a single agency control.
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The Case for Resurrected partnership
If one concedes that the SUbstance of the National

reconnaissance p:rogram is more important than its
organizational form, one must look for an effective way
to continue the CIA/DOD partnership in this field with
a new NRO arrangement.

We have made a proposal to tbe

DOD which attempts this revision.

It eliminates the

cencept of line authority running between agencies, and
recognizes the following situations in each of the major
areas of the Nationlll Reconnaissance Program.
The U-2 and OXCART programs cOntinue to operate
satisfactorily under the bilateral agreements between
CIA and the AF, and the present NRO arrangement has had
little impact on tbese activities, except
funding levels.

fori

establishi:r;lg

Both programs are good working examples

of e·ffective collaboration between CIA and the Air Force.
However, it would be. helpful to .make a1:1 explici t policy
decision on what operationlll role CIA and SAC overflight
assets should play under various circumstances.

SAC U-2's

with military pilots now fly missions over Cuba and Vietnam
on the basis that these are tactica;J, operations in areas of

Approved for Release: 2018/05/08 C05111349
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'potential conflict.

CIA continues to operate U-2'8 over

China with Chinese Nat10nalist pilots and covertly in other
areas of the world with American civ.1.lian pilots as required
and approved.

An orderly division of overflight responsi-

bilities between overt military and covert civilian coverage
I

of denied territory is contained in the CIA proposal for
a new NRO

arr~ngement.

A second need is to ensure that

adequate resources are provided to CIA and the Air Force
to continue to improve both the

U~2.

and OXCART capabilities,

and if approp:r.-iate to begin the development of the third
generation reconnaissance aircraft--ISINGLASS.
Reconnaissance using drone aircraft is another arena.
The current photographic drones operated in Asia by the
Air Force are similar to the U-2, but with somewhat less
capability--and considerably less survivability.

The

drone version of OXCART (TAGBOARD) developed by CIA was
transferred to the Air Force by the NRO, and should
probably be reintegrated into the covert OXCART operational
un;.1.ts operated by CIA.
development

a~c;l

However, it is our view that drone

Qperation can follow the pattern esta])lished

for manned aircraft operations, and we feel that this is
not a major problem area for NRO resolution.
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The present difficulties in NRO focus largely
on the development and operation of satellite recon~

-

.

-_..

opera tions are tire l"arge· ·rocket vehicles uSed to place
them in earth orbit.

These boosters have been developed

by both the Air Force and NASA

The Air Force launching

capability at Vandenburg is more secure that NASA's activity
and dQes not involve the q.uestion of NASA. participation in
S:ECBET programs.

On the other hand, there are important

bosster vehicles in the NASA program which should be
available for support to the mlP:if appropriate.

However,

boosters are not the real problem.
The essential

eleD.le~ts

program are three in number.

of a satellite reconnaissance
The first is the reconnaissance

payload itself--either photographic or electronic--which is
carried into orbit by the booster.

The second element is

the targeting, orbit choice for such t:Jlissions and on-orbit
payload control to meet national intelligence requirements.
The. third is the orbital operation of reconnaissance vehiClei,s
their tracking, communication, COmm!nd and :ecover~._ bTh::.~

/A

is no argument that this third function belongs to DOD,

~7
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and becau$e of its own internal decisions, to the Air Force.
Such an assignment is explicitly recommended in the CIA
proposal.

Furthermore, there is now agreement at the highest

level in DOD that the targeting and orbit choice functi0;l
is an intelligence function which properly belongs in CIA

,.

(5)

~".

The Residual Q!lestion
Wha.t remains to settle is who shall conceive, develop

and procure the satellite payloads that are the heart of
the~e

reconnaissance systents?

The present situation has the

Air Force, CIA, Navy and (to a mino:r extent) the Army,
engaged in this activity.

The question is how should this

be accomp:Uslled in the future.

One proposal is that CIA

.should develop all reconnaissance payloads, since it must
be done

~MO

secretly~because

the design should be responsive

primarily to national intelligence needs.

This would imply

a continuation and .extension of the CIA/AF partnership
developed ill the CORONA program with the Air Force supplying
the booster and on-orbit support.
The converse·, proposal is to have the Air Force develop
all satellite payloads; and has been actively supported in
SOme quarters.

The basic problem is that it would give the
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Air Force complete control over all s;iltellite reconnaissance.
cont~nuing,.

Its guccess would depend on

faithfUl Air Force

reSponsiveness to truly national intelligence needs in
this crucial arena.

It also

presu~poses

a better

r~cord

of successful R&D than has been demonstrated thus far.
A third possibility is to make an orderly assignment
of satellite payload development to the various agencies.
For instance, the Navy m.ight do all electronic payloads,
the Army all geodetic and mapping satellites, and let CIA
and the Air Force· qivide the more numerous

photog~aphic

payloads along the present lineS--search systems to CIA and
spotti..:ng systeDiS to the Air Force.

This is the course

suggested in th,e current CIA proposal, with the task assignment to be made jointly by the DCI and Deputy Secretary of
De;fense.
An9ther possibility is to assign a conception and
basic research role in satellite systems to CIA, leaving
actual

develop~efit

Air Force.

-

and continuing procurement to the

Its weakness is the traditional responsiveness

of the aerospace and technical industr1-al base primarily
to large dollar vqlume procurement agencies.
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unrealistic to expect such organiz.tions to give

th~ir

best

efforts to a group whose total resources would be several
million dollars, when the other agencies' desires could be
supported with a budget of a half biliion dollars.

It is

also unreasonable to expect the development and procurement
agency to have deep, continuing enthusiasm for another's
concepts and becolile "a loving foster parent ..rr
Another viewpoint is to fund allout competition in
this field between CIA and the Air Force on the premise
tb.at such ail important field deserves no less than intense
competitive developments.

Howev~r,

it is difficult to keep

such a competition orderly, especially with a iimited
technical and industrial base in which to establish such a
competition.
All things considered, it is the issue of satellite
reconnaissance that has been central to the NRO problem
thus far.

Only a small portion of this activity--the

payload--is at stake, although it is a large stake because
it

rep~esents

the total intelligence consideration.

Several solutions are possible.

It is hoped that the CIA

proposal of orderly deveiopment and procurement assignment
provides .the most flexible solution for a rapidly changing
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field.

If this is not practical, the

as~ign~ent

of all

reconnaissance payloads to CIA is the only way to preserve
a balance in this situation and ensure a continuing
dedication of these satellite collection systems to
national intelligence needs.
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